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SUMS OF KLOOSTERMAN SUMS OVER PRIMES IN AN
ARITHMETIC PROGRESSION
ALEXANDER DUNN AND ALEXANDRU ZAHARESCU
Abstract. For q prime, X ě 1 and coprime u, v P N we estimate the sumsÿ
pďX
p”umod v
p prime
Kl2pp; qq,
where Kl2pp; qq denotes a normalised Kloosterman sum with modulus q. This is a sparse
analogue of a recent theorem due to Blomer, Fouvry, Kowalski, Michel and Milic´evic´ showing
cancellation amongst sums of Kloosterman sums over primes in short intervals. We use an
optimisation argument inspired by Fouvry, Kowalski and Michel. Our argument compares
three different bounds for bilinear forms involving Kloosterman sums. The first input in this
method is a bilinear bound we prove using uniform asymptotics for oscillatory integrals due
to Kiral, Petrow and Young. In contrast with the case when the sum runs over all primes,
we exploit cancellation over a sum of stationary phase integrals that result from a Voronoi
type summation. The second and third inputs are deep bilinear bounds for Kloosterman
sums due to Fouvry–Kowalski–Michel and Kowalski–Michel–Sawin.
1. Introduction
Cancellation among exponential sums defined over finite fields plays a central role in
number theory. A key example is Weil’s bound for exponential sums of rational functions,
see [5, p. 1]. It is natural to ask whether cancellation persists when such a summation is
restricted to primes, or primes in short intervals. For instance, one can see [8, The´ore`me 1.1].
It is also natural to ask the same question for other functions defined on Fq, where q is a
prime. Important examples are the hyper–Kloosterman sums in m´ 1 variables introduced
by Deligne, and later studied by Katz [13]. For pn, qq “ 1, these are defined by
Klmpn; qq “ 1
q
m´1
2
ÿ
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
x1¨¨¨xm“n
xiPFq
e
´x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xm
q
¯
(1.1)
These fall into a general class of functions called trace weights [7], studied extensively by
Fouvry, Kowalski and Michel [5]. These authors prove general results asserting cancella-
tion amongst trace weights over primes [5, Theorem 1.5]. As a consequence they obtain
results for sums of classical Kloosterman sums (m “ 2 in (1.1)) [5, Corollary 1.13]. Blomer,
Fouvry, Kowalski, Michel and Milic´evic´ recently improved [5, Corollary 1.13] in a special
issue of the Proceedings of the Steklov Institute of Mathematics dedicated in the memory of
I. M Vinogradov [1, 2].
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Theorem 1.1. [2, Theorem 1.7] Let q be a prime number. For every 1 ď X ď q and ε ą 0,
we have ÿ
pďX
p prime
Kl2pp; qq !ε q 16`εX 79 . (1.2)
The goal of this paper is to obtain a sparse analogue of Theorem 1.1. We concentrate on
the case when p runs over primes in an arithmetic progression for a large range of moduli.
Theorem 1.2. Let q be a prime number and u, v P N such that pu, vq “ 1 and 1 ď v ď q 1100 .
Then for all 1 ď X ď q and ε ą 0 we haveÿ
pďX
p”umod v
p prime
Kl2pp, qq !ε q 11192`εX 1516 . (1.3)
We offer some conditional and unconditional remarks about the various ranges where
Theorem 1.2 is non-trivial. Naturally, this depends on the size of the set of primes over
which one sums on the left side of (1.3), which in turn may be influenced by potential Siegel
zeros. Let
ψpX ; v, uq :“
ÿ
nďX
n”u mod v
Λpnq.
‚ For A ą 0 the Siegel–Walfisz Theorem [12, Corollary 5.29] asserts that
ψpX ; v, uq “ X
φpvq `OA
`
XplogXq´A˘
for all X ě 2 and v ě 1 such that pu, vq “ 1. In light of the Weil bound |Kl2pm; qq| ď
2, we see that Theorem 1.2 is non-trivial in the ranges X " q 1112`ε and v ! plogXqA.
For instance, when v is fixed and X “ q, we gain a factor of q 1192´ε over the trivial
result obtained by applying the Weil bound.
‚ For A ą 0, a well known consequence of the Bombieri–Vinogradov Theorem [12,
Theorem 17.1] assertsÿ
1ďvďX
1
2
´ε
EpX ; vq !A X
logAX
, EpX ; vq :“ max
pu,vq“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ψpX ; v, uq ´ X
φpvq
ˇˇˇˇ
. (1.4)
In the following suppose that q
11
12
`ε ! X ď q. Then (1.4) implies that
ψpX ; v, uq “ X
φpvq `O
´X 1516 q 11192`ε
log10X
¯
holds for all moduli 1 ď v ď X 12´ε with at most
O
´X 116 q´ 11192´ε
log100X
¯
exceptions. We see that Theorem 1.2 is non–trivial for X " q 1112`ε and almost all
moduli v ! X 116 q´ 11192´ε.
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‚ The Generalised Riemann hypothesis for Lps, χq with χ pmod qq implies that
ψpX ; v, uq “ X
φpvq `O
`
X
1
2 plogXq2˘, (1.5)
where the implied constant is absolute [12, Equation 17.4]. In light of the Weil bound
(stated above), we see that Theorem 1.2 is non–trivial when X " q 1112`ε and all moduli
v ď X 116 q´ 11192´ε by (1.5).
After some adjustments, an application of Heath–Brown’s identity [10] for the Von Man-
goldt function reduces the proof of Theorem 1.2 to bounding bilinear forms of various lengths
involving Kloosterman sums. Three different bounds for such bilinear forms will be invoked.
The utility of each bound will depend on the ranges of summation of the bilinear form.
For bilinear forms whose summation variables lie a certain range, we detect the congruence
condition 1umod v additively. This transfers the task at hand to bounding a bilinear form
whose summand is a Kloosterman sum weighted by an oscillatory smooth function. The
tempered Voronoi summation formula of Deshouillers and Iwaniec turns this bilinear form
into a sum of Fourier transforms. This summation formula is given in Section 2.
The new key idea in our work is to exploit cancellation from the sum of transforms that
come out of this tempered Voronoi summation. We appeal to the uniform asymptotics
for stationary phase integrals given by Kiral, Petrow and Young [14] to compute asymptotic
main terms for these Fourier transforms. A summary of their work can be found in Section 4.
Section 5 sets up the families of weight functions that will be used. Furthermore, Sections
6 and 7 handle the cases when the Fourier transforms of these functions are non-stationary
and stationary phase respectively. The application to bounding the bilinear forms involving
Kloosterman sums in question can be found in Section 8.
For other ranges we detect the congruence condition 1umod v multiplicatively. In this case
we can appeal to existing bilinear bounds for Kloosterman sums due to Fouvry–Kowalski–
Michel [5] and Kowalski–Michel–Sawin [15]. These bounds are recorded in Section 3. Shpar-
linski and Zhang [17] have also proved bounds for various bilinear forms with Kloosterman
sums.
The proof of a smoothed version of Theorem 1.2 is given in Section 9. The main idea
behind this proof is a combinatorial optimisation of the three bounds discussed above. We
modify an argument of Fouvry, Kowalski and Michel appearing in [5], and subsequently in
[1]. The proof of Theorem 1.2 appears in Section 10, and will follow from a careful choice of
parameters in the work in Section 9.
2. Tempered Voronoi summation
Let q be a prime number and let K : Z Ñ C be a q-periodic function. The normalised
Fourier transform of K is the q-periodic function on Z defined by
pKphq “ 1?
q
ÿ
nmod q
Kpnqe
´hn
q
¯
.
The Voronoi transform of K is the q-periodic function on Z defined by
qKpnq “ 1?
q
ÿ
hmod q
ph,qq“1
pKphqe´ h¯n
q
¯
.
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We will use the tempered Voronoi summation formula of Deshouillers and Iwaniec as given
in [6, Prop 2.2].
Proposition 2.1. [6, Prop 2.2] Let q be a prime number and let K : ZÑ C be a q-periodic
function, and G be a smooth function on R2 with compact support and Fourier transform
denoted by pG. Then we haveÿ
m,nPZ
KpmnqGpm,nq “
pKp0q?
q
ÿ
m,nPZ
Gpm,nq ` 1
q
ÿ
m,nPZ
qKpmnq pG´m
q
,
n
q
¯
. (2.1)
If K is a multiplicatively shifted Kloosterman sum, then qK is a normalised Dirac delta
function. For pa, qq “ 1 and Kpnq :“ Kl2pan; qq, an immediate computation shows that
pKphq “ #0 if q | h
e
`´ah
q
˘
if q ∤ h,
and qKpnq “ # q´1q1{2 if n ” a pmod qq´ 1
q1{2
otherwise.
3. Bilinear bounds
In this section we record two bilinear bounds for Kloosterman sums that we will use in
conjunction with Proposition 8.1. The first bound is a smoothed version of a bound due to
Fouvry, Kowalski and Michel [5]. This smoothed version appears in [2]. For α P CR, let }α}2
denote the usual ℓ2–norm.
Theorem 3.1. [5, Theorem 1.17] and [2, Proposition 2.3] Let q be a prime number and
1 ď M,N ď q and pαmq and pβnq be sequences of complex numbers supported in rM, 2Ms
and rN, 2Ns respectively. Let Q “ 1 and W be the constant function 1, or Q ě 1 and W be
a smooth function satisfying (5.2) below. Then for every ε ą 0 we haveÿ
m,n
αmβnKl2pmn; qqW
´mn
Y
¯
!ε }α}2}β}2pMNq 12
´ 1
M
`Qq
1
2
`ε
N
¯ 1
2
.
The second bound is a recent result due to Kowalski, Michel and Sawin [15]. Using deep
methods from algebraic geometry they prove general bounds for hyper–Kloosterman sums
in the Polya–Vinogradov range. This is when the parameters M and N are both close to
q
1
2 . We state their result in a special case.
Theorem 3.2. [15, Theorem 1.1] Let q be a prime number. Let a be an integer coprime to
q. Let M,N ě 1 be real numbers such that
1 ďM ď q1{4N and q1{4 ăMN ă q5{4.
Let N Ă r1, q ´ 1s be an interval of length tNu, and let α “ pαmqmďM and β “ pβnqnPN be
sequences of complex numbers. For any ε ą 0, we haveÿ
m,n
αmβnKl2pamn; qq !ε qε}α}2}β}2pMNq 12
`
M´
1
2 ` pMNq´ 316 q 1164 ˘. (3.1)
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We will need a smoothed version of Theorem 3.2. Let Q ě 1, ε ą 0 and let W be a
smooth function satisfying (5.2) below. Suppose X ě 1 and pαmq and pβnq are supported
on intervals rM, 2Ms and rN, 2Ns respectively. We will need an estimate forÿ
m,n
αmβnKl2pamn; qqW
´mn
X
¯
. (3.2)
Without loss of generality we may assume MN{8 ă X ă 8MN , otherwise the sum in (3.2)
is empty. Applying Abel summation to (3.2) yieldsÿ
m,n
αmβnKl2pamn; qqW
´mn
X
¯
!ε pqεQq2}α}2}β}2pMNq 12
´
M´
1
2 ` pMNq´ 316 q 1164
¯
. (3.3)
4. Inert functions and oscillatory integrals
We make use of the framework of inert functions and oscillatory integrals set out by Kiral,
Petrow and Young in [14]. Their work is a multivariable generalisation of Blomer, Khan and
Young [3, Proposition 8.2 and Corollary 8.3]. We recall their definition of inert functions.
These are families of functions that satisfy certain derivative bounds. Let F be an index set
and X :“ XT : F Ñ Rě1 be a function of T P F .
Definition 1. A family twT uTPF of smooth functions supported on a product of dyadic
intervals in Rą0 is called X-inert if for each j “ pj1, j2, . . . , jdq P Zdě0 we have
Cpj1, . . . , jdq :“ sup
TPF
sup
px1,...,xdqPR
d
ą0
X
´j1´¨¨¨´jd
T
ˇˇˇ
x
j1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨xjdd wpj1,...,jdqT px1, . . . , xdq
ˇˇˇ
ă 8.
The notion of X-inertness measures the uniformity of flatness of the functions wT as we
move across the family F . The sequence of constants Cpj1, . . . , jdq is abbreviated by CF .
We present one key example whose idea is heavily used throughout this paper.
Example 1 (Dilation). Let w be a fixed smooth function on r1, 2sd and define
wX1,...,Xdpx1, . . . , xdq “ w
´ x1
X1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xd
Xd
¯
.
Then with F “ tT “ pX1, . . . , Xdq P Rdą0u, the family twT uTPF is 1-inert.
The stationary phase method appears in many references and gives an asymptotic expan-
sion for a Fourier integral of the form
ş8
´8
apxqeiλφpxqdx, where a is smooth with compact
support and φ1px0q “ 0 for a unique x0 in the support of a. For example, see [9, Theo-
rem 7.7.5], [18, Ch. VIII Proposition 3] and [19, Theorem 3.11]. As pointed out in [14], such
integrals are often insufficient for applications in analytic number theory.
In our case, we wish to analyse the Fourier transform of a certain family of oscillatory
weight functions. This analysis needs to be uniform with respect to some auxiliary parame-
ters. This type of situation naturally occurs after an application of a summation formula, in
our case, after an application of Proposition 2.1. Integrals arising from this process do not
usually have a phase of the form λφpxq. In special cases one may try reduce the phase to a
function of the form λφpxq using an ad-hoc change of variables. However, this is often not
feasible in practice.
The following recent theorem due to Kiral, Petrow and Young gives an asymptotic for
stationary phase integrals that is uniform with respect to many parameters.
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Theorem 4.1. [14, Main Theorem] Let F be an index set and suppose twT uTPF is an X-
inert family of functions in the variables t1, . . . , td, supported on t1 — Z and ti — Xi for
i “ 2, . . . , d. Suppose that on the support of wT , φ “ φT satisfies
Ba1`¨¨¨`ad
Bta11 ¨ ¨ ¨ Btadd
φpt1, . . . , tdq !CF
Y
Za1
1
Xa22 ¨ ¨ ¨Xadd
(4.1)
for all a1, . . . , ad P N. Suppose that
φ2pt1, . . . , tdq " Y {Z2 for all t1, t2, . . . , td in the support of wT , (4.2)
where the derivatives are taken with respect to t1, and that there exists t0 P R such that
φ1pt0q “ 0 (note that t0 is necessarily unique). Suppose that Y {X2 ě R ě 1. Thenż
R
e
`
φpt1, . . . , tdq
˘
wT pt1, . . . , tdqdt1 “ Z?
Y
WT pt2, . . . , tdqe
`
φpt0, t2, . . . , tdq
˘`OApZR´Aq,
(4.3)
for some family of XT -inert functions WT , and where A ą 0 is arbitrarily large. The implied
constant in (4.3) depends only on A and CF .
Remark. It is clear from the definition of WT on [14, pg. 7] that WT has the same support
as wT in the variables ti for i “ 2, . . . , d.
The main advantage of using Theorem 4.1 to compute pG on the right side of (2.1) is that
we are subsequently able to exploit further cancellation in the summation on m and n. In
particular, we do this for ranges of m and n where pGpm
q
, n
q
q is a stationary phase integral.
In other ranges it suffices to integrate by parts.
5. Oscillatory weight functions
For ε ą 0 given, we will index our family of smooth oscillatory weight functions by elements
of the set
T1pεq :“
!
pc, q,M,N,Qq P Rą0 ˆ Rě1 ˆ R2ě 1
2
ˆ Rě1 : cMNpqεQq2 ě 1
)
. (5.1)
For T P T1pεq, let Wi : r0,8s Ñ R be a smooth function such that
suppWi Ă r0.95, 1.05s and W pjqi pxq !j,ε pqεQqj for any x ě 0, j ě 0. (5.2)
Remark. Let ε ą 0 and suppose W pjqi pxq !j,ε pqεQqj holds above with system of constants
Cpεq :“ tCpj, εq : j ě 0u. All implied constants in this paper will depend on ε and Cpεq. We
will omit this from subscripts in the proofs. On occasion when an implied constant depends
on another auxiliary parameter, we will indicate this.
For T P T1pεq define
GT px, yq :“ W1
´ x
M
¯
W2
´ y
N
¯
epcxyq. (5.3)
For T P T1pεq and U ě 1, define
HT,Upx, yq :“W1
´ x
M
¯
W2
´ y
N
¯
W3
´xy
U
¯
epcxyq. (5.4)
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6. Non-stationary transforms
In the following lemma we estimate the Fourier transforms pGT `m{q, n{q˘ and pHT,U`m{q, n{q˘
for those values of m and n that correspond to a non-stationary phase integral.
Lemma 6.1. Let ε ą 0 and T P T1pεq be as in (5.1). For T P T1pεq and U ě 1, let Wi, GT
and HT,U be as in (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) respectively. Then
pGT `m
q
,
n
q
˘ !
$’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’%
pq1`εQq2`ε
|mn|1`ε
if |n| ě 1.1cqM and |m| ě 1.1cqN
MN
`
q1`εQ
|n|N
˘2`ε
if |n| ě 1.1cqM and |m| ď 1.1cqN
MN
`
q1`εQ
|m|M
˘2`ε
if |n| ď 1.1cqM and |m| ě 1.1cqN
pqεQq2
c2MN
if r´1.1cqM ď n ď 0.9cqM and |m| ď 1.1cqNs
or r|n| ď 1.1cqM and ´ 1.1cqN ď m ď 0.9cqNs.
(6.1)
The bound (6.1) is also satisfied by pHT,U . The implied constant depends only on ε ą 0 and
Cpεq.
Proof. This argument amounts to repeated integration by parts. We first write pGT as followspGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
“
ż
R
W1
´ u
M
¯
e
´
´mu
q
¯ ż
R
W2
´ v
N
¯
e
´
cuv ´ nv
q
¯
dvdu. (6.2)
If |n| ě 1.1cqM , then applying integration by parts A times with respect to v yields
pGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
!A MN
´q1`εQ
N |n|
¯A
for all m. (6.3)
If ´1.1cqM ď n ď 0.9cqM , then by a similar argument we obtainpGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
!A MN
´ qεQ
cMN
¯A
for all m. (6.4)
For |m| ě 1.1cqN , one can interchange the order of integration in (6.2) to obtain
pGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
!A MN
´q1`εQ
M |m|
¯A
for all n. (6.5)
Similarly for ´1.1cqN ď m ď 0.9cqN we obtainpGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
!A MN
´ qεQ
cMN
¯A
for all n. (6.6)
Note that (6.3)–(6.6) hold for all A ě 1 since
minpC,Dq ď CαD1´α, 0 ă α ă 1 and C,D ą 0. (6.7)
The first line of (6.1) follows from applying (6.7) (α “ 1{2) to (6.3) and (6.5) with choice
A “ 2 ` ε. The last line of (6.1) follows directly from (6.4) and (6.6) with the choice
A “ 2. The second and third lines of (6.1) follow from (6.3) and (6.5) respectively with
choice A “ 2` ε.
Without loss of generality we may assume MN{8 ă U ă 8MN , otherwise HT,U ” 0.
Consider the family of weight functions
WT px, yq :“ W1
´ x
M
¯
W3
´xy
U
¯ ´
resp. W2
´ y
N
¯
W3
´xy
U
¯¯
.
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These would now appear in the innermost integral occurring in (6.2). We have
Bi`jWT px, yq
BxiByj !i,j pq
εQqi`jx´iy´j. (6.8)
Let
XT,U :“ qεQ.
Thus WT,U : R
2 Ñ R is a family of XT,U -inert functions with system of constants determined
by Cpεq. Thus the argument above can be followed to establish (6.1) for HT,U . 
7. Stationary transforms
We now give an asymptotic main term for pGT pm{q, n{qq and pHT,Upm{q, n{qq for those
values of m and n that correspond to a stationary phase integral. We will eventually exploit
further cancellation from sums of these main terms in Section 8.
Lemma 7.1. Let ε ą 0 and T1pεq be as in (5.1). For T :“ pc, q,M,N,Qq P T1pεq and U ě 1,
let Wi, GT and HT,U be as in (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) respectively. Let
XT , XT,U :“ qεQ.
Then there exists XT -inert (resp. XT,U-inert) functions WT pm,nq and WT,Upm,nq such that
for
pm,nq P r0.9cqN, 1.1cqNs ˆ r0.9cqM, 1.1cqMs, (7.1)
we have pGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
“ 1
c
WT pm,nqe
´
´mn
cq2
¯
`O
´ pqεQq6
c3pMNq2
¯
, (7.2)
and pHT,U´m
q
,
n
q
¯
“ 1
c
WT,Upm,nqe
´
´mn
cq2
¯
`O
´ pqεQq6
c3pMNq2
¯
. (7.3)
Both WT and WT,U have support contained in
pm,nq P r0.85cqN, 1.15cqNs ˆ r0.85cqM, 1.15cqMs. (7.4)
All implied constants depend only on ε ą 0 and Cpεq.
Proof. When T P T1pεq and pm,nq satisfies (7.1), the integral pGT pm{q, n{qq is stationary
phase.
7.1. Technical set-up. First,
pGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
“
ż
R2
W1
´ u
M
¯
W2
´ v
N
¯
e
´
´cuv ` mu
q
` nv
q
¯
dudv. (7.5)
Viewing v as fixed, we make the change of variable u ÞÑ uN{v in the right side of (7.5) to
obtain pGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
“
ż
R2
N
v
W1
´uN
vM
¯
W2
´ v
N
¯
e
´
´cNu` muN
vq
` nv
q
¯
dudv. (7.6)
This change of variable is made to de-linearize the phase function in (7.5) so that the method
of stationary phase may be applied with respect to the v variable.
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Before computing the right side of (7.6) we make the following modification for technical
reasons. Let W4 : RÑ R be any smooth function such that
suppW4 Ă
“
0.85, 1.15
‰
, 0 ď W4 ď 1, W4pxq “ 1 for 0.89 ď x ď 1.11,
and W
pjq
4 pxq !ε,j pqεQqj for any x ě 0, j ě 0,
with the same system of constants Cpεq. Then for pm,nq satisfying (7.1), we have
pGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
“
ż
R
W4
´ u
M
¯ ż
R
N
v
W1
´uN
vM
¯
ˆW2
´ v
N
¯
W4
´ m
cqN
¯
W4
´ n
cqM
¯
e
´
´cNu` muN
vq
` nv
q
¯
dvdu. (7.7)
7.2. Integration with respect to v. Set
ΦT pu, v;m,nq :“ Φpu, v;m,nq “ ´cNu` muN
vq
` nv
q
wT pu, v;m,nq :“ N
v
W1
´uN
vM
¯
W2
´ v
N
¯
W4
´ m
cqN
¯
W4
´ n
cqM
¯
. (7.8)
Observe that ΦT satisfies (4.1) with Y “ cMN with respect to the variables u, v,m and n
on their respective supports. Furthermore, wT is XT -inert in the variables u, v,m and n and
has a system of constants determined by Cpεq. Now,
Φvpu, v;m,nq “ n
q
´ muN
v2q
and Φvvpu, vq “ 2muN
v3q
. (7.9)
Thus (4.2) is satisfied and the critical point in the v variable is located at
v˜T pu;m,nq :“ v˜ “
c
muN
n
— N.
We apply the Theorem 4.1 to the right side of (7.7) with
Y “ cMN, Z “ 0.95N, A “ 3, and R “ cMNpqεQq2 ě 1
to obtain
pGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
“
´ N
cM
¯ 1
2
ż
R
W1T pu;m,nqe
´
´cNu` 2pmnuNq
1
2
q
¯
du`O
´ pqεQq6
c3pMNq2
¯
, (7.10)
for some family of XT “ qεQ-inert functions W1T pu;m,nq with support the same as wT in
the variables u,m and n and has a system of constants determined by Cpεq. Now,
pGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
“
´ N
cM
¯ 1
2
ż
R
W1T pu;m,nqe
´
cNu´ 2pmnuNq
1
2
q
¯
du`O
´ pqεQq6
c3pMNq2
¯
. (7.11)
Note in the above line we used the fact that the conjugate of an XT -inert function is XT -inert
(we did not relabel the conjugated family of functions).
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7.3. Integration with respect to u. Let
Φ˜T pu;m,nq :“ ΦT pu, v˜;m,nq “ cNu´ 2pmnuNq
1
2
q
.
Observe that Φ˜T satisfies (4.1) with Y “ cMN with respect to the variables u,m and n.
Now,
Φ˜upu;m,nq “ cN ´ pmnNq
1
2
qu
1
2
and Φ˜uupu;m,nq “ pmnNq
1
2
2qu
3
2
.
Thus (4.2) is satisfied and the critical point in the u variable is located at
u˜T pm,nq :“ u˜ “ mn
q2c2N
—M.
We apply the Theorem 4.1 to the integral in (7.10) with
Y “ cMN, Z “ 0.89M, A “ 5
2
, and R “ cMNpqεQq2 ě 1
to obtainpGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
“ 1
c
W2T pm,nqe
´
´mn
cq2
¯
`O
´ pqεQq6
c3pMNq2
¯
`O
´´ N
cM
¯ 1
2
M
´pqεQq2
cMN
¯ 5
2
¯
“ 1
c
W2T pm,nqe
´
´mn
cq2
¯
`O
´ pqεQq6
c3pMNq2
¯
,
where W2T pm,nq denotes a family of XT :“ qεQ functions in the variables m and n with
support the same as wT . That completes the proof of (7.2).
7.4. Remarks and proof of (7.3). Without loss of generality we may assume MN{8 ă
U ă 8MN , otherwise HT,U ” 0. Define the function
WT,Upx, yq :“ W1
´ x
M
¯
W2
´ y
N
¯
W3
´xy
U
¯
.
Thus (6.8) holds and so WT,U : R
2 Ñ R is a family of XT,U -inert functions with system
of constants determined by Cpεq. Thus the argument above can be followed to establish
(7.3). 
8. Bilinear forms involving Kloosterman sums and oscillatory weights
We now use the results in Sections 6 and 7 to prove an estimate for a bilinear form involving
Kloosterman sums. Let ε ą 0, P denote the set of prime numbers and
T2pεq :“
!
pc, q,M,N,Qq P Rą0 ˆ Pˆ R2ě 1
2
ˆ Rě1 :
cMN
pqεQq2 ě 1,M ď N ! q,MN ! q, and cN ě 6
)
.
Proposition 8.1. Let ε ą 0, T :“ pc, q,M,N,Qq P T2pεq and U ě 1. Furthermore, let
Wi, GT and HT,U be as in (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) respectively. Then for all a P N such that
pa, qq “ 1 we have ÿ
m,nPZ
GT pm,nqKl2pamn; qq ! pqεQq2Mq 12
´
1` Q
4
cM2N
¯
, (8.1)
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and ÿ
m,nPZ
HT,Upm,nqKl2pamn; qq ! pqεQq2Mq 12
´
1` Q
4
cM2N
¯
. (8.2)
All implied constants depend only on ε ą 0 and Cpεq.
Observe that the bounds (8.1) and (8.2) perform well when N " q 12 . Also note that for
all ε ą 0 we have T2pεq Ă T1pεq, where T1pεq is defined in (5.1).
Proof. To prove (8.1), we apply Proposition 2.1 with
GT px, yq :“ W1
´ x
M
¯
W2
´ y
N
¯
epcxyq and Kpmnq :“ Kl2pamn; qq.
Observe that pKp0q “ 0, so the first term on the right side of (2.1) vanishes. Note that the
second sum in (2.1) is absolutely convergent by Lemma 6.1. The second term on the right
side of (2.1) becomes
´ 1
q
3
2
ÿ
m,nPZ
mnıa mod q
pGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
` q ´ 1
q
3
2
ÿ
m,nPZ
mn”a mod q
pGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
.
Further simplifying, this becomes
´ 1
q
3
2
ÿ
m,nPZ
pGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
` 1
q
1
2
ÿ
m,nPZ
mn”a mod q
pGT´m
q
,
n
q
¯
. (8.3)
We now estimate the summation over m and n in (8.3). We break this into two cases that
depend on whether the summand is non-stationary or stationary phase integral.
8.1. Non-stationary phase contribution. Here we estimate the contribution to (8.3) in
the ranges for m and n occurring in the statement of Lemma 6.1. We do this with second
sum in (8.3). A similar contribution from the first sum in (8.3) will follow from an easier
computation. We use (6.1) to bound pGT . We then use the facts that cN ě 6 and N ! q to
obtain the following estimates:
1
q
1
2
ÿ
|n|ě1.1cqM
ÿ
|m|ě1.1cqN
mn”a pmod qq
pq1`εQq2`ε
|mn|1`ε ! q
1
2
`εQ2`ε,
1
q
1
2
ÿ
|n|ď1.1cqM
ÿ
|m|ě1.1cqN
mn”a pmod qq
MN
´q1`εQ
|m|M
¯2`ε
! q 12`εQ2`ε,
1
q
1
2
ÿ
|n|ě1.1cqM
ÿ
|m|ď1.1cqN
mn”a pmod qq
MN
´q1`εQ
|n|N
¯2`ε
! q 12`εQ2`ε,
1
q
1
2
ÿ
´1.1cqMďnď0.9cqM
ÿ
|m|ď1.1cqN
mn”a pmod qq
pqεQq2
c2MN
! q 12`εQ2`ε. (8.4)
The case ´1.1cqN ď m ď 0.9cqN and |n| ď 1.1cqM is handled similarly to (8.4).
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8.2. Stationary phase contribution. Now we consider estimating the contribution to
(8.3) from the ranges for m and n occurring in the statement of Lemma 7.1. Applying
Lemma 7.1 and estimates above, (8.3) becomes˜
´ 1
q
3
2
ÿ
0.9cqNďmď1.1cqN
0.9cqMďnď1.1cqM
` 1
q
1
2
ÿ
0.9cqNďmď1.1cqN
0.9cqMďnď1.1cqM
mn”amod q
¸
1
c
WT pm,nqe
´
´mn
cq2
¯
`O
´q 12 pqεQq6
cMN
¯
`Opq 12 `qεQq2˘, (8.5)
where T P T2pεq Ă T1pεq and WT has support contained in (7.4). Fourier expanding the
congruence condition amn ” 1 pmod qq as
1amn”1mod q “ 1
q
q´1ÿ
h“0
e
´hpamn ´ 1q
q
¯
,
we see that (8.5) becomes
1
cq
3
2
q´1ÿ
h“1
e
´
´h
q
¯ ÿ
0.9cqNďmď1.1cqN
0.9cqMďnď1.1cqM
WT pm,nqe
´ahmn
q
´ mn
cq2
¯
` E , (8.6)
where E denotes the same error terms occurring in (8.5). Applying Abel summation to (8.6)
and using the fact that WT is q
εQ-inert with respect to m and n, we see that (8.6) is
! pq
εQq2
cq
3
2
q´1ÿ
h“1
max
0.9cqNďChď1.1cqN
0.9cqMďDhď1.1cqM
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
0.85cqNďmďCh
0.85cqMďnďDh
e
´ahmn
q
´ mn
cq2
¯ˇˇˇˇˇ` E . (8.7)
We treat the long sum over m as a geometric series. Letting ´q{2 ď r ď q{2 be such that
ahn ” r pmod qq, we see that (8.7) is
! pq
εQq2
cq
3
2
ÿ
0ď|r|ďq{2
ÿ
0.85cqMďnď1.1cqM
max
´›››r
q
´ n
cq2
›››´1, cqN¯
ˆ
˜ ÿ
1ďhďq´1
ahn”r pmod qq
1
¸
` E , (8.8)
where }α} denotes the distance from α P R to the nearest integer.
When r “ 0 and n ” 0 pmod qq in (8.8), then the innermost sum over h is q ´ 1. This
can only happen if 1.1cM ě 1. Observe that
0 ă 0.85M
q
ď n
cq2
ď 1.1M
q
ă 0.2 for all sufficiently large primes q, (8.9)
where the last inequality follows since 1{2 ď M ! q 12 . Thus the contribution to (8.8) when
r “ 0 and n ” 0 pmod qq is
! pq
εQq2
cq
3
2
pq ´ 1q
1.1cMÿ
l“1
cq2
lq
! q 12 pqεQq2.
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There is no 0 ă n ď 1.1cqM such that n ” 0 pmod qq if 1.1cM ă 1.
In the summation over h in (8.8), we have r ‰ 0 if and only if n ı 0 pmod qq, otherwise
the summation is empty. When r ‰ 0, the innermost sum is 1. We have the three cases to
consider in (8.8). They are
0 ď |r| ă 0.7M, 0.7M ď |r| ď 1.2M and 1.2M ă |r| ď q{2.
This follows from (8.9).
The contribution to (8.8) from the first case is
! pq
εQq2
cq
3
2
ÿ
0ď|r|ă0.7M
ÿ
1ďnď1.1cqM
cq2
n
! pqεQq2q 12M.
The contribution to (8.8) from the third case is
! pq
εQq2
cq
3
2
ÿ
1ďnď1.1cqM
ÿ
1.2Mă|r|ďq{2
q
r
! pqεQq2q 12M.
We now consider the second case. We may replace } ¨ } with | ¨ | in (8.8). For fixed r
satisfying 0.7M ď |r| ď 1.2M , the values of n such thatˇˇˇ
r
q
´ n
cq2
ˇˇˇ´1
ě cqN
are contained in an interval (denote it Br) of length 2q{N . The contribution to (8.8) from
such pairs pr, nq is
! pqεQq2q 12M.
We now estimate the contribution to (8.8) from the pairs pr, nq such thatˇˇˇ
r
q
´ n
cq2
ˇˇˇ´1
ď cqN.
Such a contribution is
! pq
εQq2
cq
3
2
ÿ
0.7Mď|r|ď1.2M
ÿ
1ďnď1.1cqM
nRBr
ˇˇˇ
r
q
´ n
cq2
ˇˇˇ´1
! pqεQq2q 12
ÿ
0.7Mď|r|ď1.2M
ÿ
1ďnď1.1cqM
nRBr
|rcq ´ n|´1. (8.10)
Note that n P Zě1zBr implies that
|rcq ´ n| ě q
N
" 1.
Furthermore, distinct elements of
t|rcq ´ n| : n P Zě1zBru
have a difference that is greater than or equal to 1 in absolute value. Each value in the above
set is achieved by at most two values of n P Zě1zBr. Thus the quantity in (8.10) is
! pqεQq2q 12M.
Putting all of this together yields (8.1).
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8.3. Remarks and proof of (8.2). Observe that (8.2) follows by exactly the same argu-
ment as above. The main difference in the argument is that we appeal to (7.3) instead of
(7.2). 
9. Smoothed version of Main Theorem
The passage to proving Theorem 1.2 first involves establishing an estimate for a smoothed
sum of Kloosterman sums.
Proposition 9.1. Let q be a prime number and u, v P N be such that pu, vq “ 1 and v ď q.
Let Q ě 1, ε ą 0 and W : r0,8s Ñ R be a smooth function satisfying
supp W Ă r0.95, 1.05s and W pjqpxq !j,ε pqεQqj for any x ě 0 and j ě 0. (9.1)
For all
maxtv 65 pqεQq 245 , q 35 , q´ 65` 725 εQ 725 v 185 u ! X ď q (9.2)
we have ÿ
p”umod v
p prime
W
´ p
X
¯
Kl2pp, qq ! pqQqε
`
Q2X
13
18 q
1
6 `Q 12X 23 q 14 `Q2q 1164X 1316 ˘. (9.3)
The implied constants depend only on ε ą 0 and Cpεq.
Proof. It is sufficient to estimate
SW,XpΛ,Kl2q :“
ÿ
n
1umod vpnqΛpnqKl2pn; qqW
´ n
X
¯
. (9.4)
We apply Heath Brown’s identity [5, Lemma 4.1] and smooth partition of unity [4, Lemme 2]
to (9.4) with an integer parameter J ě 2. This decomposes SW,XpΛ,Kl2q into a linear
combination of Oplog2J Xq sums with coefficients bounded by OplogXq. These sums take
the shape
ΣpM ,Nq :“
ÿ
m1,...,mJ
α1pm1q ¨ ¨ ¨αJpmJq
ÿ
n1,...,nJ
V1
´ n1
N1
¯
¨ ¨ ¨VJ
´ nJ
NJ
¯
ˆW
´m1 ¨ ¨ ¨mJn1 ¨ ¨ ¨nJ
X
¯
Kl2pm1 ¨ ¨ ¨mJn1 ¨ ¨ ¨nJ ; qq1umod vpm1 ¨ ¨ ¨mJn1 ¨ ¨ ¨nJq,
where
‚ M :“ pM1, . . . ,MJq andN :“ pN1, . . . , NJq are J-tuples of parameters in r0.95, 1.05Xs2J
which satisfy
N1 ě N2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě NJ , Mi ď X1{J , M1 ¨ ¨ ¨MJN1 ¨ ¨ ¨NJ —J X ; (9.5)
‚ the arithmetic functionsmi ÞÑ αipmiq are bounded and supported in r0.95Mi, 1.05Mis;
‚ the smooth functions xi ÞÑ Vipxq satisfy (9.1) with system of constants Cpεq.
Take J “ 10 and let T2pεq be as it appears in Proposition 8.1. In fact, any choice J ě 7 will
be sufficient for the combinatorial argument following (9.19). We now bound ΣpM ,Nq in
three different ways. The three bounds will be optimised and the utility of each bound will
depend on the position pM ,Nq in the cube r0.95, 1.05Xs20.
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9.1. Method 1. Consider the vectors pM ,Nq that satisfy
N1N2
vpqεQq2 ě 1 and
N1
v
ě 6. (9.6)
For such vectors, write the congruence condition in ΣpM ,Nq using additive characters to
obtain
ΣpM ,Nq “ 1
v
vÿ
h“1
e
´
´hu
v
¯ ÿ
m1,...,m10
α1pm1q ¨ ¨ ¨α10pm10q
ÿ
n1,...,n10
V1
´ n1
N1
¯
¨ ¨ ¨V10
´ n10
N10
¯
ˆW
´m1 ¨ ¨ ¨m10n1 ¨ ¨ ¨n10
X
¯
Kl2pm1 ¨ ¨ ¨m10n1 ¨ ¨ ¨n10; qqe
´hm1 ¨ ¨ ¨m10n1 ¨ ¨ ¨n10
v
¯
. (9.7)
We can apply Proposition 8.1 uniformly to the largest two smooth variables n1 and n2 in
ΣpM ,Nq. Note this process is uniform with respect to the variables h,m1, . . . , m10, n3, . . . , n10.
We have
a :“ m1 ¨ ¨ ¨m10n3 ¨ ¨ ¨n10 and c :“ hm1 ¨ ¨ ¨m10n3 ¨ ¨ ¨n10
v
ě h
v
ě 1
v
.
Observe that (9.5) and (9.6) imply that´hm1 ¨ ¨ ¨m10n3 ¨ ¨ ¨n10
v
, q, N2, N1, Q
¯
P T2pεq.
Applying Proposition 8.1 and estimating trivially with respect to the remaining variables we
obtain (9.6) we obtain
ΣpM ,Nq ! Xpq
εQq2q 12
vN1
vÿ
h“1
´
1` Q
4v
hN1N
2
2
¯
! Xq
1
2 pqεQq2
N1
´
1` Q
4
N1N
2
2
¯
. (9.8)
9.2. Methods 2 and 3. In the second and third methods we write the congruence condition
in ΣpM ,Nq using multiplicative characters modulo v. Then
ΣpM ,Nq “ 1
φpvq
ÿ
χ mod v
χpuq
ÿ
m1,...,m10
n1,...,n10
αχ,1pm1q ¨ ¨ ¨αχ,10pm10qβχ,1pn1q ¨ ¨ ¨βχ,10pn10q
ˆW
´m1 ¨ ¨ ¨m10n1 ¨ ¨ ¨n10
X
¯
Kl2pm1 ¨ ¨ ¨m10n1 ¨ ¨ ¨n10; qq (9.9)
where
αχ,jpmjq :“ χpmjqαpmjq and βχ,jpnjq :“ χpnjqV
´ nj
Nj
¯
.
For the second method, apply Theorem 3.1 to obtain
ΣpM ,Nq ! qεQ 12X
´ 1
M
1
2
` q
1
4
pX{Mq 12
¯
, (9.10)
for any factorisation
X —M1 ¨ ¨ ¨M10N1 ¨ ¨ ¨N10 “MN. (9.11)
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For the third method, apply Theorem 3.2. Since X " q 35 by hypothesis and (9.11) holds,
we have MN ą q 14 for all sufficiently large primes q. We also have MN ! q, so MN ă q 54
for all sufficiently large primes q. We obtain
ΣpM ,Nq ! pqεQq2X
´ 1
M
1
2
`X´ 316 q 1164
¯
(9.12)
for any factorisation (9.11) such that
1 ďM ď Nq 14 . (9.13)
9.3. Optimisation. Introduce real numbers κ, θ, x, µi and νj with 1 ď i, j ď 10, defined
by
Q “ qκ, v “ qθ, X “ qx, Mi “ qµi, and Nj “ qνj . (9.14)
We set
pm,nq :“ pµ1, . . . , µ10, ν1, . . . , ν10q P r0, xs20.
The conditions (9.5) when J “ 10 can be restated asÿ
i
µi `
ÿ
j
µj “ x ď 1, µi ď x
10
, and ν1 ě ν2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ν10. (9.15)
Let β be a parameter that satisfies
max
`
4κ` θ ` 4ε, 5x
12
` ε˘ ď β ď 5x
6
. (9.16)
We choose β at a later point in (9.23). Note that the hypothesis X ě v 65 pqεQq 245 ensures β
is well-defined.
9.3.1. Large N1. Suppose ν1 ě β. Then (9.6) holds. Thus we may apply (9.8) and the fact
N2 ě 1{2 to obtain
ΣpM ,Nq ! pqQqεQ2Xq 12´β. (9.17)
9.3.2. Small N1. Suppose ν1 ď β. Note that the estimate in (9.3) is trivial for x ď 3{4, so
we may assume x ą 3{4. Define the function ηpm,nq by
ηpm,nq :“ min
´σ
2
,
x´ σ
2
´ 1
4
¯
´ κ
2
,
where σ ranges over all possible sub-sums of the µi and νj for 1 ď i, j ď 10, i.e., over the
sums
σ “
ÿ
iPI
µi `
ÿ
jPJ
νj,
for I and J ranging over all possible subsets of t1, . . . , 10u. Thus (9.10) can be rewritten as
ΣpM ,Nq ! pqQqεq´ηpm,nqX. (9.18)
Let
Jx :“
”x
6
´ ε, x
3
` ε
ı
.
If pm,nq contains a subsum σ P Jx, then we have
ηpm,nq ě min
´x{6
2
,
x´ x{3
2
´ 1
4
¯
´ κ
2
´ ε
2
.
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This becomes
ηpm,nq ě x
3
´ 1
4
´ κ
2
´ ε
2
.
In this case (9.18) asserts
ΣpM ,Nq ! pqQqεQ 12X 23 q 14 . (9.19)
If pm,nq contains no sub-sum σ P Jx, then the sum of all µi and νj which are less than
x{6´ ε is also less than x{6´ ε. This follows from the inequality 2px{6´ εq ă x{3` ε. Thus
(9.15) implies all µi ă x{6 ´ ε (this is where the fact J ě 7 is used). Thus some of the νj
must be greater than x{3 ` ε. Since 3px{3` εq ą 1, at most two of the νj (ν1 or ν1 and ν2)
are greater than x{3` ε. Thus
ν1 ` ν2 ě x´
`x
6
´ ε˘ “ 5x
6
` ε.
Now, the condition ν1 ď β and (9.5) implies that
5x
6
´ β ` ε ď ν2 ď ν1 ď β. (9.20)
Observe that (9.20) is well-defined because (9.16) holds. We may apply (9.12) to bound
ΣpM ,Nq with choices
M :“ N2 and N :“ X
N2
,
since q
3
4 ď X ď q and 1 ďM ď Nq 14 (the last condition is trivial). We obtain
ΣpM ,Nq ! pqεQq2`X 712 q β2 ` q 1164X 1316 ˘. (9.21)
9.4. Combining the bounds. We now sum over all pm,nq. Combining (9.17), (9.19) and
(9.21) yields
SW,XpΛ,Kl2q ! pqQqε
`
Q2Xq
1
2
´β `Q 12X 23 q 14 `Q2X 712 q β2 `Q2q 1164X 1316 ˘. (9.22)
Recall the parameters defined in (9.14). To balance the first and third terms of (9.22) we
set
β :“ 1
3
` 5
18
x. (9.23)
Such a β satisfies (9.16) as long as
x ě max
!3
5
,
18
5
θ ` 72κ
5
` 72
5
ε´ 6
5
)
,
which is guaranteed by (9.2). Thus (9.22) becomes
SW,XpΛ,Kl2q ! pqQqε
`
Q2X
13
18 q
1
6 `Q 12X 23 q 14 `Q2q 1164X 1316 ˘. (9.24)

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10. Proof of Main Theorem
We now apply the result of Section 9 with an appropriate choice of parameters to prove
the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Note that (1.3) is trivial forX ! q 1112 , so we may assume thatX " q 1112 .
First recall that ε ą 0 is small, q P P, X ě 1 and v P N are such that
q
11
12 ! X ď q and 1 ď v ď q 1100 . (10.1)
Furthermore, let
40 ď Q ď X 116 . (10.2)
It is clear that (10.1) and (10.2) imply that (9.2) is satisfied. Let ∆ :“ Q´1 and suppose
W : r0,8s Ñ R is smooth and satisfies
supp Ă “0.975´∆, 1.025`∆‰, 0 ďW ď 1, W pxq “ 1 for 0.975 ď x ď 1.025
and xjW pjqpxq !ε,j Qj
with system of constants Cpεq. Applying Proposition 9.1 we obtainÿ
0.975Xăpď1.025X
p”u mod v
Kl2pp; qq ! ∆X ` 1`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
p”umod v
p prime
W
´ p
X
¯
Kl2pp; qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
! Q´1X ` pqQqε`Q2X 1318 q 16 `Q 12X 23 q 14 `Q2q 1164X 1316 ˘. (10.3)
We choose Q :“ q´ 11192X 116 ď X 116 to balance the first and fourth terms of (10.3). Since
X " q 1112 we have Q ě 40. Thusÿ
0.975Xăpď1.025X
p”u mod v
Kl2pp; qq ! qε
`
q
11
192X
15
16 ` q 596X 6172 ` q 85384X 6796 ˘
! q 11192`εX 1516 ,
where the last line follows from q
11
12 ! X ď q. Summing dyadically yields the result. 
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